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Abstract
In dictionary learning we observe Y = AX +E for some Y ∈ Rn×p, A ∈ Rm×n, and X ∈ Rm×p,
where p ≥ max{n,m}, and typicallym ≥ n. The matrix Y is observed, and A,X,E are unknown.
Here E is a “noise” matrix of small norm, and X is column-wise sparse. The matrix A is referred
to as a dictionary, and its columns as atoms. Then, given some small number p of samples, i.e.
columns of Y , the goal is to learn the dictionary A up to small error, as well as the coefficient
matrix X. In applications one could for example think of each column of Y as a distinct image
in a database. The motivation is that in many applications data is expected to sparse when
represented by atoms in the “right” dictionary A (e.g. images in the Haar wavelet basis), and the
goal is to learn A from the data to then use it for other applications.
Recently, the work of [24] proposed the dictionary learning algorithm ER-SpUD with prov-
able guarantees when E = 0 and m = n. That work showed that if X has independent entries
with an expected θn non-zeroes per column for 1/n . θ . 1/√n, and with non-zero entries being
subgaussian, then for p & n2 log2 n with high probability ER-SpUD outputs matrices A′, X ′
which equal A,X up to permuting and scaling columns (resp. rows) of A (resp. X). They con-
jectured that p & n logn suffices, which they showed was information theoretically necessary for
any algorithm to succeed when θ ' 1/n. Significant progress toward showing that p & n log4 n
might suffice was later obtained in [17].
In this work, we show that for a slight variant of ER-SpUD, p & n log(n/δ) samples suffice
for successful recovery with probability 1 − δ. We also show that without our slight variation
made to ER-SpUD, p & n1.99 samples are required even to learn A,X with a small success
probability of 1/ poly(n). This resolves the main conjecture of [24], and contradicts a result
of [17], which claimed that p & n log4 n guarantees high probability of success for the original
ER-SpUD algorithm.
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1 Introduction
The dictionary learning or sparse coding problem is defined as follows. There is a hidden
set of vectors a1, a2, . . . am ∈ Rn (called a “dictionary”), with span{a1, . . . am} = Rn. We
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are given a sequence of samples yi = Axi + i, where each xi is a sparse vector and i is
noise. In other words each yi is close to a linear combination of few vectors ak. The goal
is to recover both matrix A and the sparse representations xi. We can write it as a matrix
equation, Y = AX + E, where the vectors yi are the columns of Y , and xi are columns of
X. Let A ∈ Rn×m and X ∈ Rm×p. Traditionally, and as motivated by applications, the
interesting regime of parameters is when A is of full row rank (in particular n ≤ m) [2].
The dictionary learning problem is motivated by the intuition that the dictionary A
is in some sense the “right” spanning set for representing vectors yi since it allows sparse
representation. In some domains this correct basis is known thanks to a deep understanding
of the domain in question: for example the Fourier basis for audio processing, or Haar
wavelets for images. Here we want to infer analogous “nice” representations of the data from
the data itself. As it turns out, even in situations such as audio and image processing in
which traditional transforms are useful, replacing them with dictionaries learned directly
from data turned out to improve quality of the solution (see for example [12], which applied
a dictionary learning algorithm for image denoising).
This problem has found a tremendous number of applications in various areas, such as
image and video processing (e.g. [21, 10, 12]; see [19] for more references), image classification
[23, 20] as well as neurobiology [16]. Given its huge practical importance, a number of effective
heuristics for dictionary learning were proposed [3, 18] – those are based on iterative methods
for solving the (non-convex) optimization problem of minimizing the sparsity of X ′ subject to
Y being close to A′X ′. Some of these algorithms work well in practice but without provable
guarantees.
1.1 Prior work
Until recently there was little theoretical understanding of the dictionary learning problem.
Spielman, Wang and Wright in [24] proposed the first algorithm that provably solves this
problem in some regime of parameters. More concretely, they assumed no presence of noise (i.e.
E = 0), and that A is a basis (that is n = m), potentially adversarially chosen. The vectors xi
are sampled independently at random from some distribution – specifically, each entry xi,j is
nonzero with probability 1− θ, and once it is nonzero, it is a symmetric subgaussian random
variable (i.e. with tails decaying at least as fast as a gaussian), independent from every other
entry. Henceforth we say that a matrix X ∈ Rn×p follows the Bernoulli-subgaussian model
with parameter θ, if the entries Xi,j are i.i.d. with Xi,j = χi,jgi,j , where χi,j ∈ {0, 1} are
Bernoulli random variables with Eχi,j = θ, and gi,j are symmetric subgaussian random
variables. We also say that X follows the Bernoulli-Rademacher model if gi,j in the above
definition are independent Rademachers (i.e. uniform ±1).
Under the Bernoulli-subgaussian model for X, [24] proved that once the number of
samples p is Ω(n logn) and the sparsity s = θn (i.e. expected number of nonzero entries in
each column of X) is at least constant and at most O(n), the matrix Y with high probability
has a unique decomposition as a product Y = AX, up to permuting and rescaling rows of
X and columns of A. Moreover, the number of samples p = Ω(n logn) was proven to be
optimal in the constant sparsity regime s = Θ(1). In particular, it is possible in principle to
find such a decomposition information-theoretically, but unfortunately not necessarily with
an efficient algorithm.
1 As written, their work has certain errors which we discuss later in detail. Nevertheless, using some
of our approaches we believe it should be possible to salvage their sample complexity bound in the
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ref sample complexity noise overcomplete sparsity arbitrary dict.
[24] O(n2 log2 n) No No O(√n) Yes
[2] O(m2) No Yes O(n1/4) No
[5] O(m2s−2 + s2m) Yes Yes O(min(m2/5,
√
n
logn )) No
[5] O(poly(m)) Yes Yes O(n1/2−) No
[4]* O(poly(m)) No Yes O(n/polylog(n)) No
[7] O(poly(m)) Yes Yes O(n1−) Yes
[7]* O(poly(m)) Yes Yes O(n) Yes
[25] O(poly(m,κ(A)))) No No O(n) Yes
[27] O(poly(n)) Yes No O(n) Yes
[17]1 O(n log4 n) No No O(√n) Yes
This work O(n logn) No No O(√n) Yes
Figure 1 Comparison of algorithms with proven guarantees for dictionary learning. Last column
indicates whether the dictionary can be arbitrary, or if additional structure is assumed in order
to guarantee recovery. Algorithms marked with star require quasi-polynomial running time. κ(A)
denotes condition number.
In addition to the above, they proposed an efficient algorithm ER-SpUD (Efficient
Recovery of Sparsely Used Dictionaries) to find this unique decomposition, in a more restricted
regime of parameters. Namely, they proposed an algorithm and proved that it finds correctly
the unique decomposition Y = AX, with high probability over X, as long as the sparsity s is
at least constant and at most O(√n), and the number of samples p is at least Ω(n2 log2 n).
The low sparsity constraint was inherent to their solution: according to the proof in the
same paper, if s = Ω(
√
n logn) the algorithm with high probability fails to find the correct
decomposition. They conjectured however, that with the number of samples p as small
as O(n logn), ER-SpUD should return the correct decomposition with high probability,
matching the sample lower bound for when s = O(1).
Since then, much more theoretical work has been dedicated to the dictionary learning
problem; see Figure 1. In the work of Agarwal et al. [2], and independently Arora et al. [5], an
algorithm was proposed that works for overcomplete dictionaries A (i.e. when m > n), under
additional structural assumptions on A – namely that A is incoherent, i.e. the projection
of any standard basis vector onto the column space of A has small norm. The algorithm
presented in [2] requires p = O˜(m2) samples, where O˜(f) = O(f · logO(1)(f)). A more
detailed analysis of the dependence between sparsity and number of samples was provided in
the work [5] for their algorithm – for s = O(min(
√
n
logn ,m
2/5)), they require Ω˜(m2s−2 +ms2)
samples; if s is larger than m2/5, but smaller than O(min(m1/2−ε,
√
n
logn )) the algorithm
requires O(mC) samples, where C is a large constant depending on ε. In the lowest sparsity
regime, i.e. s = O(polylog(n)), the sample complexity stated in their analysis simplifies to
Ω˜(m2). For comparison, in the most favorable sparsity regime s = Θ(m1/4), the number of
samples necessary for correct recovery is Ω(m3/2). The work [5] also proves correct recovery
by this algorithm in the presence of noise. Later Arora et al. [4] gave a quasipolynomial time
algorithm working for sparsity up to O(n/polylog(n)), but under much stronger assumptions
Bernoulli-gaussian model for X, but not in the more general Bernoulli-subgaussian model (since in
particular, p & n1.99 samples are required for that algorithm even to succeed with polynomially small
success probability; see the full version for details.
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on the structure of A. Those assumptions include in particular, that the dictionary A itself
is assumed to be sparse, which is violated in many natural examples, e.g. the discrete Fourier
basis. They prove that their algorithm correctly recovers the hidden dictionary given access
to p = O(mC) samples, for some unspecified constant C.
Barak et al. [7] proposed an algorithm fitting in the Sum-of-Squares framework, which
works in polynomial time for sparsity O(n1−) for any constant  > 0 and in quasipolynomial
time for sparsity as large as O(n), again given access to O(mC) samples for some unspecified
constant C. Moreover, this algorithm works under the presence of noise and a more general
model of X. In particular, coordinates within a single column are not required to be fully
independent. Recently, Sun et al. [25] proposed a polynomial time algorithm for the case
when n = m and sparsity is as large as O(n). Their result works in a similar model as
in [24], without any additional assumptions on the matrix A, and with matrix X having
independent entries that are product of Bernoulli and gaussian random variables (as opposed
to the weaker subgaussian assumption in [24]). The sample complexity depends polynomially
on n and the condition number of the dictionary matrix A. In particular, in the low sparsity
regime (s = Θ(polylog(n))), this sample complexity is as large as Ω˜(n9) even if the matrix A
is well conditioned.
Work on Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [13, 22, 8, 6, 14, 27] is also relevant
to the dictionary learning problem. In this problem, again one is given Y = AX + E for
square A, with the assumption that the entries of X are i.i.d. (and X need not necessarily be
sparse). The works in ICA then say that A,X can be efficiently recovered using few samples,
but where the sample complexity depends on the distribution of entries of X. For example
in the case of Bernoulli-Rademacher entries with θ = 1/n (constant sparsity per column of
X), these works require large polynomial sample complexity. For example, [27, Theorem 1]
implies a sufficient sample complexity in this setting of p n12.
From Figure 1, one can see that the “holy grail” of dictionary learning is to achieve
the following features simultaneously: (1) low sample complexity, i.e. nearly-linear in the
dimension n and number of atoms m, (2) the ability to handle noise (the more noise handled
the better), (3) handling overcomplete dictionaries (i.e. dictionaries for which m may be larger
than n), (4) handling a larger range of sparsity, with s = O(n) being the best, (5) making no
assumptions on the dictionary A, (6) a fast algorithm to actually learn the dictionary from
samples, and (7) making few assumptions on the matrix X.
Most of the aforementioned results focus on weakening the sparsity constraint under
which it is possible to perform learning, or handling overcomplete dictionaries or noise. These
all, however, come at an expense: the number of samples necessary for those algorithms to
provably work is quite large, often of order nC for large constant C. Some of the algorithms
also make strong assumptions on A, and/or have quasi-polynomial running time.
Recently, Luh and Vu in [17] made significant progress toward showing that the ER-
SpUD algorithm proposed in [24] actually solves the dictionary learning problem already
with p = O(n log4 n) samples. They claimed to prove that this p in fact suffices for dictionary
learning. In fact however, several probabilistic events were analyzed in [24], and if they all
occurred then ER-SpUD performed correct recovery. The work [17] analyzed arguably
the most complex of these events more efficiently, showing a certain crucial inequality held
with good probability when p & n log4 n (x & y means that x > Ky for some universal
constant K > 0). Unfortunately there is a gap: [24] required this inequality to hold for
exponentially many settings of variables, and thus one wants the inequality to hold for
any fixed instantiation with very high probability to then union bound, and [17] does not
provide such a probabilistic analysis. More seriously, there are other events defined in [24]
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which require p & n2 to hold whp in the Bernoulli-subgaussian model (except in the case the
subgaussians are actual gaussians), and [17] did not discuss these events at all. In fact, in
the full version we prove that in the Bernoulli-Rademacher model the ER-SpUD algorithm
of [24] actually requires p & n1.99 to succeed with probability even polynomially small in n,
contradicting the main result of [17] which claimed 1− o(1) successful learning for p nearly
linear in n.
Our contribution: We very slightly modify the algorithm ER-SpUD to obtain another
polynomial-time dictionary learning algorithm “ER-SpUD(DCv2)” for the noiseless case
with m = n, which circumvents our p & n1.99 lower bound for ER-SpUD in the Bernoulli-
subgaussian model. We then show that ER-SpUD(DCv2) provides correct dictionary
learning with probability 1 − δ with sparsity s = O(√n) as long as p & n log(n/δ). In
particular our result shows that a slight modification of ER-SpUD provides correct dictionary
learning for complete dictionaries with no noise, which provably works with high probability
using p & n logn samples. This resolves the main open problem of [24].
Furthermore, the work of [17] observed that the method of their proof is connected to
generic chaining, but that after a certain point the methods “become different in all aspects”
[17, Section G]. They also advertised and proved a new “refined version of Bernstein’s
concentration inequality for a sum of independent variables”. Unlike their work, our analysis
has the benefit of using standard off-the-shelf concentration and chaining results, thus making
the proof simpler and more easily accessible since it is less ad-hoc.
1.2 Approach overview
In Figure 2 we give the algorithm ER-SpUD(DCv2) analyzed in this work, a slight
modification of ER-SpUD(DC) from [24]. The only difference between DCv2 and the
original DC variant in [24] is that we try all
(
p
2
)
pairings of columns, whereas DC tried a
random pairing of the p columns into p/2 pairs. As we show in the full version, one of the
several conditions in [24] necessary for their proof of successful recovery of (A,X) from Y
actually requires p = Ω(n2) if using the DC variant, and hence our switch to DCv2 allows p
to be reduced to O(n logn).
Henceforth when we refer to ER-SpUD, we are referring to ER-SpUD(DCv2) unless
we state otherwise.
The main insight in the recovery analysis of [24] is that the last line of the ER-SpUD
pseudocode in Figure 2 can be rewritten (only in the analysis, since A,X are unknown) as
minw ‖wTAX‖1 subject to (A(Xej1 + Xej2))Tw = 1. Then writing z = ATw, this linear
program (LP) is equivalent to the secondary LP minz ‖zTX‖1 subject to bTj z = 1, since
we could recover w = (AT )−1z since A is invertible. Here bj denotes Xej1 + Xej2 . The
ideal case then is that the only optimal solution to the second LP will be a vector z∗
that is 1-sparse. In this case, the solution to the LP that we actually solve is equal to
w∗ = (AT )−1z∗ = (zT∗ A−1)T and thus a scaled row of A−1, implying wT∗ Y is a scaled row of
X. Thus, if z∗ is 1-sparse in the second LP, then the solution to the first LP allows us to
recover a scaled row of X.
The work [24] then outlines certain conditions for X that, if they hold, guarantee correct
recovery of (A,X). We now state these deterministic conditions, as per [24], which imply
correct recovery of (A,X) via ER-SpUD when they all simultaneously hold.
(P0) Every row of X has positive support size at most (10/9)θp. Furthermore, every linear
combination of rows of X in which at least two of the coefficients in the linear combination
are non-zero has support size at least (11/9)θp.
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ER-SpUD(DCv2): Exact Recovery of Sparsely-Used Dictionaries using the
sum of two columns of Y as constraint vectors.
1. For all pairs j1 < j2 ∈ {1, . . . , p}
Let rj = Y ej1 + Y ej2
Solve minw ‖wTY ‖1 subject to rTj w = 1, and set sj = wTY .
j ← j + 1
Greedy: A Greedy Algorithm to Reconstruct X and A.
1. REQUIRE: S = {s1, . . . , sT } ⊂ Rp.
2. For i = 1 . . . n
REPEAT
l← arg minsl∈S ‖sl‖0, breaking ties arbitrarily
xi = sl
S = S\{sl}
UNTIL rank([x1, . . . ,xi])= i
3. Set X = [x1, . . . ,xn]T , and A = Y Y T (XY T )−1.
Figure 2 ER-SpUD recovery algorithm.
(P1) For every b satisfying ‖b‖0 ≤ 1/(8θ), any solution z∗ to the optimization problem
min ‖zTX‖1 subject to bT z = 1 (1)
has support(z∗) ⊆ support(b).
(P2) Let q be 18θ . For every J ∈
([n]
q
)
and every b ∈ Rn satisfying |b|(2)/|b|(1) ≤ 1/2, the
solution to the restricted problem
‖zTXJ,∗‖1 subject to bT z = 1 (2)
is unique, 1-sparse, and is supported on the index of the largest entry of b. Here |b| is the
vector whose ith entry is |bi|, and |b|(j) is the jth largest entry of |b|. Also, XJ,∗ denotes
the submatrix of X with rows in J .
(P3) For every i ∈ [n] there exist a pair of columns Xej1 and Xej2 in X such that for
b = Xej1 +Xej2 with support J , we have that 0 < |J | ≤ 1/(8θ), |b|(2)/|b|(1) ≤ 1/2, and
the unique largest entry of |b| has index i.
The main result of [24] is then obtained by proving the following theorem, and then by
showing that (P0)–(P3) all hold whp for p & n2 log2 n.
I Theorem 1 ([24]). Suppose conditions (P0)–(P3) all hold. Then ER-SpUD and Greedy
from Figure 2 recover (A′, X ′) such that X ′ = ΠDX and A = AD−1Π−1 for some diagonal
scaling matrix D and permutation matrix Π. That is, the recovered (A′, X ′) are correct up to
scaling and permuting rows (resp. columns) of X (resp. A).
It was implicit in [24], and made explicit in [17], that to analyze the probability (P1)
holding as a function of p, it suffices to prove some upper bound on some stochastic process.
Namely, [17] proves that for Π a Bernoulli-subgaussian matrix with p rows, for p = Ω(n log4 n)
P
(
sup
‖v‖1=1
|‖Πv‖1 − E ‖Πv‖1| < c0µmin
)
> 1− o(1) (3)
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for some constant c0 < 1, and µmin := inf‖v‖1=1 E ‖XT v‖1. Both [24, 17] though required
the stochastic process of Eq. (3) to be bounded for roughly
(
n
1/(8θ)
)
choices of Π, formed by
taking various submatrices of XT . The naive approach is to then argue that the inequality
holds with failure probability  1/( n1/(8θ)) for a fixed Π so then union bound over all such
submatrices. Unfortunately the failure probability in [17] was not made explicit and was
only given as o(1), so it does not clearly allow for this union bound.
We show that, first of all, (P1) can be relaxed to some (P1’) such that it suffices to
only show Eq. (3) holds for polynomially many submatrices of X; showing (P1’) suffices
requires only a very minor change in the previous analysis of [24]. Next, more importantly,
we show that p & n log(n/δ) suffices for Eq. (3) to hold with probability 1− δ. This is one
of our main technical contributions, and is established using a generic chaining argument
[26]. It is worth pointing out that simpler chaining inequalities, such as Dudley’s inequality,
would yield suboptimal results in our setting by logarithmic factors.
Next, we also show that (P2) can be weakened to some other event (P2’) that holds
whp as long as p & θ−1 log(n/δ) – this requires only a minor change in the analysis of [24].
Finally, in Lemma 4 we show that event (P3) holds whp for p & n log(n/δ). This is the
part where the modification of the algorithm was necessary, so that pairs of columns Xej1
and Xej2 mentioned in this condition refers to all
(
p
2
)
pairs of columns, as opposed to a fixed
pairing (with bp2c pairs). Note that this condition actually fails to hold for the unmodified
version of the algorithm with p  n2, for example when the matrix X is drawn from the
Bernoulli-Rademacher model, which is the main reason the unmodified algorithm fails to
perform recovery (see the full version).
1.3 Recent and independent work
In a recent and independent work, Adamczak showed a main result similar to ours [1]. In
particular, he showed that by making the same modification to ER-SpUD that we have made
(ER-SpUD(DCv2)), p & n logn suffices for successful dictionary learning with probability
1− 1/p. Unlike our analysis which is based on Bernstein’s inequality and generic chaining,
the proof in [1] combines Bernstein’s inequality with Talagrand’s contraction principle, which
leads to an overall simpler proof than ours. The main differences in the results themselves
are that attention in [1] was not given to dependence of p on the failure probability δ, and
the analysis in our full version that ER-SpUD(DC) fails for p n2 also does not appear
there, so that our stated results are slightly stronger in these regards.
2 Sufficient conditions for successful recovery
We first define (P1’), (P2’) as follows.
(P1’) For every b that can be expressed as the sum of two columns of X, |S| < p/4 and
∀v ∈ R|J¯|, ‖vTXJ¯,∗‖1 − 2‖vTXJ¯,S‖1 > Cp
√
θ
|J¯ | ‖v‖1 (4)
where C > 0 is some fixed constant, J = support(b), J¯ = [n]\J , and S ⊆ [p] is the set of
columns of X with support intersecting J .
(P2’) Let q be 18θ . For every b equaling the sum of two columns of X and with J ⊂ [n] its
support, let b′ ∈ R|J| be the projection of b onto its support. If 0 < |J | ≤ q = 1/(8θ) and
|b|(2)/|b|(1) ≤ 1/2, then the solution to the restricted problem
‖zTXJ,∗‖1 subject to (b′)T z = 1 (5)
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is unique, 1-sparse, and is supported on the index of the largest entry of b′. Here |b′| is
the vector whose ith entry is |b′i|, and |b′|(j) is the jth largest entry of |b′|. Also, XJ,∗
denotes the submatrix of X with rows in J .
In the full version, we show that it suffices that (P1’) and (P2’) hold instead of (P1) and
(P2) to guarantee correctness of ER-SpUD(DCv2). In particular, we show the following
lemma.
I Lemma 2. Suppose conditions (P0), (P1’), (P2’), and (P3) all hold. Then ER-SpUD
and Greedy from Figure 2 recover (A′, X ′) such that X ′ = ΠDX and A = AD−1Π−1 for
some diagonal scaling matrix D and permutation matrix Π. That is, the recovered (A′, X ′)
are correct up to scaling and permuting rows (resp. columns) of X (resp. A).
In the full version, we then show (P0), (P1’), (P2’), and (P3) all simultaneously hold
with probability 1− δ as long as p & n log(n/δ) and 1/n . θ . 1/√n, which when combined
with Lemma 2 implies that ER-SpUD has the desired correctness guarantee under this
same regime for p, θ.
I Theorem 3. For p & n log(n/δ) and 1/n . θ . 1/√n,
P(¬(P0) ∨ ¬(P1′) ∨ ¬(P2′) ∨ ¬(P3)) < δ (6)
I Remark. Here we sketch just how (P1’) is analyzed in Theorem 3, similarly to the
discussion in [24, 17]. This reveals why our chaining result, Theorem 12, is relevant.
For (P1’), the analysis is almost identical to the proofs of [24, Lemma 11] and [17, Lemma
V.2] regarding (P1). We repeat the slightly modified argument here for (P1’). Let b be a
particular sum of two columns of X. We will show that the condition of (P1’) fails to hold
for b with probability at most δ/p2, which implies P(¬(P1’)) ≤ δ by a union bound over all(
p
2
)
such b. Let J, S be as in the definition of (P1’) above. Define the event ES as the event
that |S| < p/4. Since θn ≤ c√n for some small c > 0, if b = X∗,j1 + X∗,j2 , it follows that
any column index j /∈ {j1, j2} has support intersecting J with probability at most 1/10 (by
making c sufficiently small). Thus E |S| < p/10, implying P(¬ES) = P(|S| ≥ p/4) is at most
exp(−Ω(p)) ≤ δ/p2 by the Chernoff bound and fact that p & log(p2/δ).
The definition of EN is the following event:
∀v ∈ R|J¯|, ‖vTXJ¯,∗‖1 − 2‖vTXJ¯,S‖1 > Cp
√
θ
|J¯ | ‖v‖1 (7)
for some constant C, where J¯ denotes [n]\J . Note though that XJ¯,∗ is itself a matrix of i.i.d.
Bernoulli-subgaussian entries (except for the two columns j1, j2, which are both zero). Thus
setting Π = XT
J¯,∗ and applying Theorem 12 with our choice of p, with probability at least
1− δ/p2, for all v ∈ B1,
‖vTXJ¯,∗‖1 ≥
7
8 E ‖v
TXJ¯,∗‖1 =
7p
8 E |v
T (XJ¯,∗)∗,1| def=
7p
8 α(v), (8)
where (XJ¯,∗)∗,1 clumsily denotes the first column of the matrix XJ¯,∗. The last inequality
follows from [24, Lemma 16]. Also, conditioned on ES , |S| < p/4. Let X ′ be the matrix XJ¯,S
padded with p/4− |S| additional columns, each independent of but identically distributed to
the columns of X. Then, even conditioned on ES , X ′ is a |J¯ | × p/4 matrix of i.i.d. Bernoulli-
gaussian entries (except for two columns which are both identically zero, corresponding to
j1, j2). Thus applying Theorem 12 to Π = (X ′)T , with probability at least 1− δ/p2,
∀v ∈ B1, ‖vTX ′‖1 ≤ 32 E ‖v
TX ′‖1 = 3p8 E |v
TX ′∗,1| =
3p
8 α(v). (9)
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Then by combining (8), (9) and scaling by ‖v‖1, we see that the left hand side of (7) is
at least p8α(v) & p
√
θ
|J¯|‖v‖1, with the inequality following from [24, Lemma 16].
We are now going to sketch how to show that with probability 1− δ condition (P3) holds.
The full proof is in the full version.
Consider the special case that Xij = bijgij with Bernoulli random variable bij and
independent continuous subgaussian random variable gij . In such a case there would exist
some fixed threshold t0, such that P(|Xij | > t0) = 1n – it would mean that a constant fraction
of columns would have unique entry larger than this threshold. For a single index i ∈ [n]
we would expect that at least C pn > log
n
δ columns have a unique entry larger than t0 and
such that this entry has index i. Let us focus on this set of columns. If supports of any two
such columns had common intersection exactly equal to {i} – and if the sign on this i-th
coordinate were matching, then in fact sum of those two columns would exhibit a factor
two gap between the largest and the second largest entry, with largest entry being on the
i-th position – indeed, entry on position i would have magnitude larger than 2t0, whereas
all other entries are at most t0 in absolute value. We can expect to find such a pair with
probability 1− δn , as all columns are expected to be O(
√
n) sparse – therefore for a fixed
pair containing {i}, their supports would intersect on exactly {i} with constant probability.
We then prove that there exist such a pair with probability at least δn for every fixed i, and
hence by union bound property (P3) holds with probability δ.
In the actual proof we do not assume that gij is continuous, and hence a threshold t0 for
which P(|Xij | > t0) = 1n might not exist, and the proof is slightly more complicated, but it
follows the same general intuition. We prove the following in the full version.
I Lemma 4. Let X ∈ Rn×p be a Bernoulli-Subgaussian matrix with θ = O( 1√
n
). If
p = Ω(n log nδ ), then with probability at least 1− δ condition (P3) holds.
3 Chaining background
We now provide some preliminary definitions and results we will need to prove Theorem 12.
As per Lemma 2 and the proof of Theorem 3, Theorem 12 fits in to show that ER-SpUD
achieves correct recovery with probability 1− δ for p & n log(n/δ) and 1/n . θ . 1/√n.
In this subsection we provide relevant definitions for a technique called generic chaining,
as well as statements of some of the results in the area. Those tools have been designed to
provide answers about the supremum of the fluctuations from the mean for a large collection
of random variables, when the reasonable bounds for covariances in terms of the geometry of
the set of indices are at hand.
I Definition 5 (Admissible sequence). For an arbitrary set T , we say that a sequence of its
subsets (Tk)∞k=0 is admissible if for every number k it is true that Tk ⊂ Tk+1 and |Tk| ≤ 22
k
for k ≥ 1 and |T0| = 1.
I Definition 6 (Gamma functionals). For a metric space (T, d) we define
γα(T, d) := inf
(Tk)
sup
x∈T
∞∑
k=0
2k/αd(x, Tk) (10)
where the infimum is taken over all admissible sequences Tk. In the above formula we define
as usual d(x, Tk) := inft∈Tk d(x, t).
I Fact 7. If d and d′ are two metrics such that for d(t1, t2) = Cd′(t1, t2) for every pair of
points t1, t2, then γα(T, d) = Cγα(T, d′)
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I Theorem 8 (Generic chaining [26], Theorem 2.2.23). Let T be an arbitrary set of indices,
and d1, d2 : T × T → R≥0 two metrics on T . Suppose that with any point t ∈ T we have
associated random variable Xt, with EXt = 0. Suppose moreover, that for any two points
u,w ∈ T we have a tail bound: P (|Xu −Xv| > λ) . exp
(
− λ2d1(u,v)2
)
+exp
(
− λd2(u,v)
)
. Then
E supu∈T |Xu| . γ2(T, d1) + γ1(T, d2).
I Theorem 9 (Dirksen, [11]). Let T be an arbitrary set of indices and d1, d2 : T × T → R≥0
two metrics on T . Suppose that with any point t ∈ T we have associated random variable Xt,
such that EXt = 0. Suppose moreover that for any two points u,w ∈ T , we have a tail bound
P(|Xu −Xv| > λ) . exp
(
− λ
2
d1(u, v)2
)
+ exp
(
− λ
d2(u, v)
)
Then for there exists an universal constant C, such that for any u > 0
P
(
sup
u∈T
|Xu| > C(γ2(T, d1) + γ1(T, d2) +
√
u∆(T, d1) + u∆(T, d2))
)
< e−u
where ∆(T, d) := supu,v∈T d(u, v).
I Theorem 10 (Majorizing measures [26], Theorem 2.4.1). Let T ⊂ Rn, and assume that
g = (g1, . . . gn) is a vector of i.i.d. standard normal random variables. Then E supt∈T 〈g, t〉 '
γ2(T, d2), where dp is the metric induced by the `p norm.
I Theorem 11 ([26], Theorem 10.2.8). Let T ⊂ Rn, and assume that x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a
vector of i.i.d. standard exponential random variables. Then E supt∈T 〈t, x〉 ' γ2(T, d2) +
γ1(T, d∞)
4 Proof of the stochastic process bound
In this section we will prove the following theorem, which provides a stronger form of Eq. (3).
I Theorem 12. Let Π ∈ Rm×n be a random matrix with i.i.d. random entries piij = χijgij,
where χij ∈ {0, 1} is a Bernoulli random variable with Eχij = θ, and gij symmetric
subgaussian random variable. Moreover, assume that 1n ≤ θ. When m = Ω(ε−2n log nδ ),
P
Π
(
sup
v∈B1
|‖Πv‖1 − E ‖Πv‖1| > ε · E ‖Πv‖1
)
< δ (11)
We now prove the theorem. Define B1 := {t ∈ Rn : ‖t‖1 ≤ 1}. For each v ∈ B1,
consider X˜v := ‖Πv‖1 − E ‖Πv‖1. We wish to prove that with high probability over Π we
have supv∈B1 |X˜v| ≤ εµmin, where µmin := m
√
θ
n is such that for every v ∈ B1 we have
E ‖Πv‖1 ≥ µmin (see [24, Lemma 16] for a proof). Let pi1, . . . pim be the rows of matrix Π.
With each v ∈ B1 we associate another random variable Xv :=
∑m
i=1 σi| 〈pii, v〉 |, with the σi
being independent Rademachers.
I Lemma 13. For every integer p we have
‖ sup
v∈B1
|X˜v|‖p . ‖ sup
v∈B1
|Xu|‖p . (12)
Proof. Without loss of generality consider even integer p, so that |Xu|p = Xpu. Let Π˜ be a
random matrix, independent and identically distributed as Π. By Jensen’s inequality we
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have
‖ sup
v∈B1
|X˜v|‖p =
∥∥∥∥ sup
v∈B1
‖Πv‖1 − E˜
Π
‖Π˜v‖1
∥∥∥∥
p
≤
∥∥∥∥ sup
v∈B1
‖Πv‖1 − ‖Π˜v‖1
∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥ supv∈B1
m∑
i=1
| 〈pii, v〉 | − | 〈p˜ii, v〉 |
∥∥∥∥∥
p
Now each summand | 〈pii, v〉 | − | 〈pii, v〉 | is symmetric random variable, and they are
independent. We can thus introduce independent random signs σi without altering the
distribution:
‖ sup
v∈B1
|X˜v|‖p .
∥∥∥∥∥ supv∈B1
m∑
i=1
σi(| 〈pii, v〉 | − | 〈p˜ii, v〉 |)
∥∥∥∥∥
p
≤
∥∥∥∥∥ supv∈B1
m∑
i=1
σi| 〈pii, v〉 |
∥∥∥∥∥
p
+
∥∥∥∥∥ supv∈B1
p∑
i=1
(−σi)| 〈p˜ii, v〉 |
∥∥∥∥∥
p
= 2
∥∥∥∥∥ supv∈B1
m∑
i=1
σi| 〈pii, v〉 |
∥∥∥∥∥
p
.
∥∥∥∥ sup
v∈B1
|Xv|
∥∥∥∥
p
J
We will first analyze tail behavior of the random variable supv∈B1 |Xv|, and then use
Lemma 13 together with [15, Lemma 4.10] to obtain tail bounds for the random variable of
original interest supv∈B1 |X˜v|.
In order to use Theorem 9 to obtain tail bounds for supremum of Xu, we need to bound
tails of random variables Xu −Xv for u, v ∈ B1.
I Lemma 14. For every pair of points u, v ∈ B1, we have
P(|Xu −Xv| > λ) . exp
(
− λ
2
2mθ‖u− v‖22
)
+ exp
(
− λ‖u− v‖∞
)
(13)
Proof. We can write
Xu −Xv =
m∑
i=1
σi(| 〈pii, u〉 | − | 〈pii, v〉 |) (14)
Define Qi := σi(| 〈pii, u〉 | − | 〈pii, v〉 |). We have Xu − Xv =
∑m
i=1Qi, where all Qi are
symmetric and identically distributed.
Moreover, we have |Qi| = || 〈pii, u〉 | − | 〈pii, v〉 || ≤ | 〈pii, u− v〉 |. Observe that each piij
is (
√
2θ, 1)-subgamma. Here we say a random variable Z is (σ,B)-subgamma if EZ = 0
and ψZ(λ) ≤ λ2σ2/(2(1 − Bλ)) for all |λ| < 1/|B|, where ψZ(λ) = lnE eλZ . By basic
properties of subgamma random variables (see [9, Section 2.4]), we know that 〈pii, u− v〉 is
(
√
2θ‖u− v‖2, ‖u− v‖∞)-subgamma.
Now, as both Qi and 〈pii, u− v〉 are symmetric, and |Qi| ≤ | 〈pii, u− v〉 | always, we
deduce that each Qi is also (
√
2θ‖u− v‖2, ‖u− v‖∞)-subgamma.
Finally, Xu −Xv, as a sum of independent subgamma random variables is (
√
2mθ‖u−
v‖22, ‖u− v‖∞)-subgamma. This, together with [9, Section 2.4] implies the tail bound
P
(∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
i=1
Qi
∣∣∣∣∣ > λ
)
. exp
(
λ2
2mθ‖u− v‖22
)
+ exp
(
λ
‖u− v‖∞
)
(15)
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With this lemma in hand, we can use Theorem 9, to deduce the tail bound for supremum
of |Xv|.
P
(
sup
v∈B1
|Xu| > M +
√
uD1 + uD2
)
< e−u (16)
Where M := C1(γ2(B1,
√
2mθd2) + γ1(B1, d∞)), D1 := C2∆(B1,
√
2mθd2), and D2 :=
C3∆(B1, d∞), with d2, d∞ being metrics on Rn induced by norms `2, `∞ respectively, and
C1, C2, C3 are universal constants.
We claim that, we can deduce similar tail bounds for supv∈B1 |X˜u|. Namely
P
(
sup
v∈B1
|X˜u| > L(M +
√
uD1 + uD2)
)
< e−u (17)
for some universal constant L.
Indeed it is known (see [15, Lemma 4.10]) that tail bounds of the form Eq. (16) imply
moment bounds of the form ‖ supv∈B1 |Xv|‖p .M +
√
pD1 + pD2. By Lemma 13, the same
(up to a constant) p-norm bounds are true for supv∈B1 |X˜v|. Finally, [15, Lemma 4.10] also
implies similar tail behavior of the random variable supv∈B1 X˜v, as in Eq. (17).
If we set u := log 1δ in Eq. (17), we will get an upper bound for supv∈B1 X˜v which is
satisfied with probability at least 1− δ. We need to understand the values of M , √uD1 and
uD2, for this setting of u, and we will show how to pick m such that sum of those values is
smaller than εµmin.
Let us focus now on boundingM . We have γ2(B1,
√
2mθd2) =
√
2mθγ2(B1, d2). We need
an upper bound for γ2(B1, d2) and γ1(B1, d∞). We prove the following in the full version,
using Theorem 10 and Theorem 11.
I Fact 15. γ2(B1, d2) .
√
logn and γ1(B1, d∞) . logn.
Fact 15 together with previous discussion yield an upper bound M .
√
mθ logn+ logn.
Moreover, as d2(u, v) ≤ d1(u, v) for any u, v ∈ Rn, where d1 is the metric induced by the
`1 norm, we can easily upper bound diameter of B1 in d2 by diameter of B1 and d1 and
therefore obtain an upper bound for D1
D1 = C1∆(B1,
√
emθd2) = C1
√
emθ∆(B1, d2) ≤ C12
√
emθ
and similarly ∆(B1, d∞) = 2. Altogether, we have following inequalities: M .
√
mθ logn+
logn, D1 .
√
mθ, and D2 . 1. Plugging this back to Eq. (17), we have
P
(
supv∈B1 |X˜v| < L2
(√
mθ(logn+ log 1
δ
) + logn+ log 1
δ
))
< δ (18)
where again L2 is some constant.
The following inequalities are equivalent: L2
√
mθ log nδ ≤ 12εµmin, L2
√
mθ log nδ ≤
1
2ε
√
θ
nm, and
4L22
ε2 n log
n
δ ≤ m. Similarly, the assumption θ ≥ 1n implies that if m >
2L2
ε n log
n
δ , then also L2 log
n
δ ≤ 12εµmin, so once m is larger than both those values, Eq. (18)
implies P
(
supv∈B1 |X˜v| > εµmin
)
< δ, as desired.
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